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ABSTRACT

The creation of budgetary slack is a phenomenon associated with various behavioral aspects. This study focuses on accuracy in budgeting
when the benefit of the slack is shared between the unit manager and his/her assistant. In this study, accuracy is measured by the level of
slack in the budget, and the benefit of slack represents a financial consideration for the manager and the assistant. The study aims to test
how shared interests in budgetary slack affect the accuracy of budget reports in an organization. To this end, an experimental study was
conducted with a sample of 90 employees in management and other leadership positions at a cooperative that has a variable compensation
plan based on the achievement of organizational goals. The experiment conducted in this study is consubstantiated by the study of Church,
Hannan and Kuang (2012), which was conducted with a sample of undergraduate students in the United States and used a quantitative
approach to analyze the results. In the first part of the experiment, the results show that when budgetary slack is not shared, managers
tend to create greater slack when the assistant is not aware of the creation of slack; these managers thus generate a lower accuracy index
than managers whose assistants are aware of the creation of slack. When budgetary slack is shared, there is higher average slack when the
assistant is aware of the creation of slack. In the second part of the experiment, the accuracy index is higher for managers who prepare the
budget with the knowledge that their assistants prefer larger slack values. However, the accuracy level differs between managers who know
that their assistants prefer maximizing slack values and managers who do not know their assistants’ preference regarding slack. These
results contribute to the literature by presenting evidence of managers’ behavior in the creation of budgetary slack in scenarios in which
they share the benefits of slack with their assistants.
Keywords: shared interests, budgetary slack, benefit of slack, budget accuracy.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The budget is an integral part of the governance
structure and may be the management tool used most
often by organizations (Davila & Wouters, 2005). The
budget provides direction over a specific time period
and is an important basis for evaluating the performance
of the organization and its managers (Davila & Wouters,
2005; Frezatti, Nascimento, Junqueira, & Relvas, 2011).
The latter purpose can lead managers to promote budgetary slack to facilitate the achievement of goals that are
established and quantified in the budget (Yuen, 2004).
Budgetary slack is described as the attempt to facilitate achievement of budgetary goals by underestimating
revenues, overestimating costs and/or exercising bias in
setting goals. In this sense, slack represents the difference between budgeted resources and the resources actually needed to achieve the budgeted activities (Merchant,
1985; Moene, 1986; Lukka, 1988; Dunk & Nouri, 1998;
Nouri & Parker, 1998; Kilfoyle & Richardson, 2011).
In the study by Church, Hannan and Kuang (2012),
which is utilized as the basis for this study, laboratory
experiments were conducted to evaluate the creation of
budgetary slack by managers. The authors defined slack
as the difference between estimated cost and actual cost,
which is consistent with the understanding of slack as the
overestimation of costs in the budget.
The positivist perspective, which is the predominant
view in the literature on budgetary slack, maintains that
to the extent that “slack results in unnecessary expropriation of resources by the [sub]unit manager, it is not
in the best interests of the overall organization” (Church,
Hannan, & Kuang, 2012, p. 1). Thus, based on the concepts of organizational efficiency and effectiveness, budgetary slack reflects an imbalance in the organization’s
goals and should be inhibited, which requires knowledge of slack’s characteristics, motivations and effects.
Kilfoyle and Richardson (2011) note that the subject
of the budget and its specific features, including budgetary slack, have been discussed in the literature under very
diverse theoretical approaches, including agency theory,
institutional theory and contingency theory. These authors suggest that the subject of “how agents’ exposure
to multiple institutional logics affects their experience
of values conflict within budget processes” represents a
fertile field of research concerning budgetary processes.
The development of this subject has increasingly incorporated elements of other theoretical approaches (Covaleski,
Evans III, Luft & Shields, 2003). Research on budgetary slack
from the behavioral perspective, which is based on attitudes,
motivations, behaviors, perceptions and other factors, has
been guided by psychological theories such as moral disengagement (Bandura, 1990) and elasticity (Hsee, 1995), which
enables the analysis of managers’ inclination to create slack given different configurations of organizational control systems.
The operationalization of the budgetary slack phenomenon from the behavioral perspective has been the
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subject of studies that aim to test the reporting behavior of unit managers when they provide information to
corporate headquarters (Evans III, Hannan, Krishnan, &
Moser, 2001). The benefit of slack translates into greater
ease in achieving organizational goals; thus, if compensation is tied to organizational goals, slack may result in
higher variable compensation for the manager and his/
her subordinates. In this context, the accuracy of budgetary reports, which is represented by the level of budgetary slack, assumes that the higher the slack value, the
less accurate the budget.
Because the perceived benefit of slack is analyzed
from the perspective of the individual managers and subordinates, Church et al. (2012) conducted a laboratory
experiment to assess the accuracy of budget reports in
various circumstances. In this experiment, college students were exposed to scenarios that differed based on
(i) whether the benefit of slack was shared between the
manager (who was responsible for preparing the budget)
and the assistant (who was not involved in budget preparation); (ii) whether the manager had knowledge of the
assistant’s preference regarding the inclusion of slack in
the budget; and (iii) whether the assistant had knowledge of the budgeted and actual costs.
Earlier studies addressed the impact of control system
configurations on the creation of budgetary slack. For
example, Chow, Cooper and Waller (1988) observed that
the budgetary process has lower levels of slack under a truth-inducing configuration than it does under traditional
configurations. Evans III, Hannan, Krishnan and Moser
(2001) found that the level of slack in the budget, which
is associated with the honesty of the budget report, may
depend on how the budgetary surplus is divided between
the manager and the company. Their study revealed that
the configuration of employment contracts can influence
managerial behavior. Rankin, Schwartz and Young (2005)
investigated whether the need to obtain budget approval
from a superior affected managers’ creation of budgetary
slack. The results indicated that slack is smaller when the
manager has final authority over the budget than when a
superior’s approval is required.
The results of these studies show the impact of control
system configurations on individuals’ behavior. In addition, there is evidence in the literature that certain conditions (e.g., whether budgetary slack is shared between the
manager and subordinates and whether subordinates have
knowledge of the manager’s creation of budgetary slack)
can influence the levels of budgetary slack (Bandura, 1990;
Hsee, 1995). Based on the above discussion, there is the potential to develop additional research on the subject, particularly regarding the ontological approach, theoretical and
methodological perspectives, level of analysis, organizational type and other apparent research gaps.
Based on the theoretical and empirical findings discussed above, the following research question was elaborated:
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How does the presence of shared interests in budgetary slack affect the accuracy of budget reports in an organization?
Thus, this study aims to test how shared interests in budgetary slack affect the accuracy of budgets in an organization.
Accuracy is measured in this study based on (i) budgetary
slack, which is defined as the intentional overestimation in
the budget of the costs and resources required to perform
specific tasks (Nouri & Parker, 1998; Church et al., 2012),
and (ii) the degree of honesty in the budget (the closer the
index is to 1, the greater the accuracy of the budget) (Evans
III et al. 2001; Rankin, Schwartz, & Young, 2008). The relevance of the present study is that it seeks to understand
budgetary slack, a phenomenon that is intrinsically linked
to the behavior of the individuals involved in the budgetary
process within an organization.
This study contributes to the consolidation of the theoretical principles underlying this research by developing
empirical evidence of managerial behavior in the creation
of budgetary slack. This research includes scenarios that differ based on whether the benefits of slack are shared with
subordinates, whether the subordinates have knowledge of
the managers’ creation of slack, and whether the managers
have knowledge of their subordinates’ preferences regarding budgetary slack. This study yields inferences about the
effects of control system configurations on the manager’s
propensity to create budgetary slack based on the self-justification of slack (Bandura, 1990) and about whether the

elasticity of slack is affected by the manager’s perception
of whether slack is accepted by his/her group (Hsee, 1995).
This study also has intrinsic methodological appeal because it includes an experiment based on the design adopted in Church et al. (2012). This technique is
not yet widely used in Brazilian behavioral research on
phenomena in the managerial accounting area. Also noteworthy is the contribution of the experimental design,
which is based on a hypothetical situation (Gall, Gall, &
Borg, 2007; Smith, 2011) that simplifies the budgeting
process in an organization under certain moderating
conditions and uses a sample of professionals who are
accustomed to or at least knowledgeable about the application of budgeting processes in organizational practice.
Rankin, Schwartz and Young (2008) note that studies
regarding the creation of budgetary slack indicate that corporate culture can have a profound effect on this behavior.
Therefore, the use of professionals from a single institution
in the experiment, albeit under a laboratory setting, generates important evidence because cultural elements will be
maintained to a certain extent. Thus, performing the experiment with a sample consisting of managers and other
leaders of a cooperative, who are accustomed to a reward
system based on goals and to the daily life of an organization, contributes to the discovery of evidence about this
phenomenon in organizational practice and in the specific
group studied.

2 BUDGETARY SLACK AND RELATED VARIABLES

According to Bruns and Waterhouse (1975), budgets are
financial plans that provide a basis to guide and evaluate
the performance of individuals, work teams, company divisions and the organization as a whole. In addition, Bruns
and Waterhouse (1975) assert that these plans, along with
firm leadership and organizational structure, have the potential to influence organizational behavior. Yuen (2004, p.
517) warns that “the manner in which operational budgets
are prepared and executed can have a significant impact on
the attitudes, behavior, and performance of those involved”.
Managerial behavior can be directed towards the
propensity to create budgetary slack (Yuen, 2004). According to Dunk and Perera (1997), budgetary slack is
the intentional underestimation of income/productive
capabilities and the overestimation of costs/required
resources to ensure easier compliance with the budget.
In addition, under the positivist perspective, budgetary
slack is viewed as a dysfunctional aspect of the organization; that is, it reflects a lack of control and/or distortions in the information used for decision making.
Although several variables related to budgetary slack
are found in the literature, the predominance of the analysis
focuses on variables from the economic paradigm and relies on agency theory assumptions (Covaleski et al., 2003).
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Economic variables considered in the literature include the
emphasis placed by the organization on the budget (Stede, 2000; Yuen, 2004), budgetary participation and information asymmetry (Merchant, 1985; Moene, 1986; Chow,
Cooper, & Waller, 1988; Lukka, 1988; Waller, 1988; Dunk,
1993; Lal, Dunk, & Smith, 1996; Nouri & Parker, 1998).
These three variables have intertwined relationships with
each other that are manifest in other variables, such as the
informational level, information technology, performance-based compensation and other aspects.
However, this study views the creation of budgetary slack through the theoretical lens of psychology and
thus focuses on the behavior and judgment of the individuals involved in the budget process, considering factors
such as ethics, honesty, the inducement of truth through budgetary participation and incentive plans, and the
perception of what is acceptable or not by peers involved
in the budget process (Chow et al., 1988; Evans III et al.,
2001; Rankin, Schwartz, & Young, 2005; Maiga & Jacobs,
2008; Hartmann & Maas, 2010; Church et al., 2012).
Chow et al. (1988) studied the impact of reward schemes configurations (incentives) and information asymmetries on the creation of budgetary slack. These authors
analyzed the preparation of participative budgets under a
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truth-inducing compensation system that incentivized managers to set budgets equal to their expected performance.
The experiment revealed that budgets prepared under this
truth-inducing compensation scheme had lower levels of
slack than budgets prepared under traditional pay schemes.
Evans III et al. (2001) analyzed honesty in an environment where the managers of business units possessed
superior information that headquarters needed to make
efficient operating decisions; one manner in which this
information was transmitted from managers to headquarters was through budget reports. Their experiments
revealed that the honesty of managers played an important role in the preparation of budget reports. The results
suggest that managerial reports are influenced by relative
preferences for honesty and wealth and that the degree of
managerial honesty may depend on how the total budgetary surplus is divided between the manager and the
company. That study addresses budgetary slack from the
perspective of agency theory and illustrates that the configuration of contracts can affect managerial behavior.
Following Evans III et al. (2001), Rankin et al. (2005) studied the creation of budgetary slack in situations that differed based on whether the subordinate or a superior had the
final authority to approve the budget. They observed that the
slack is significantly smaller when the subordinate has final
authority over the budget than when the superior’s approval
is required. This result demonstrates that the configuration
of control systems can affect individuals’ behavior.
This field of research is expanding to “gain a better understanding of how agents’ exposure to multiple institutional logics affects their experience of values conflict within
budget processes and how this affects the institutional logics
that are embedded within budgets” (Kilfoyle & Richardson,
2011, p. 195). This topic raises the issues of organizational
control system design and the perceptions and interactions
of the individuals involved in the budgeting process.
According to Simons (1995), the managerial control system comprises four levers that together facilitate the achievement of organizational goals. The first lever comprises belief
systems, which communicate the core values of the company
and include the company’s mission and vision statements.
Belief systems guide employees’ behavior by establishing organizational expectations. The second lever refers to boundary systems, which are the organizational codes and procedures that employees must follow. The third lever consists of
diagnostic control systems, which are embodied in various
mechanisms used by the company to establish and monitor
the achievement of organizational objectives. Diagnostic
control systems include the organization’s budget and incentive system. The fourth lever refers to interactive control systems, the purpose of which is to promote the identification
of opportunities and the development of emergent strategies.
In the managerial control model proposed by Simons
(1995), the organization seeks to align its goals with the
means to achieve those goals. For example, incentive
compensation policies are an important factor to be considered in the budget process because these policies influence the extent to which the benefit of slack is shared
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between managers and employees (Church et al., 2012).
The authors also indicate that organizations are increasingly implementing group-based incentive plans.
A group-based incentive compensation scheme is characterized by the fact “that compensation varies as a function of performance achieved by a group of employees”
(Hollensbe & Guthrie, 2000, p. 864). Accordingly, Church
et al. (2012) conclude that the creation of budgetary slack through the underestimation of group targets would
yield shared benefits for the manager and employees of
the affected unit. Thus, the configuration of the managerial control system and its specifications can influence the
behavior of individuals in an organization.
According to Bandura (2002), individuals in their daily actions adopt standards of right and wrong that serve as
guides and that are developed as a type of morality itself.
Individuals monitor their conduct taking into account the
conditions under which it occurs and judge that conduct based on their moral standards. The concept of moral agency
(Bandura, 2002) is embedded in a broader socio-cognitive
theory that encompasses self-regulatory mechanisms that
are based on personal standards and linked to self-sanctions.
Osofsky, Bandura and Zimbardo (2005, p. 371) explain that “in the exercise of moral agency, people refrain
from behaving in ways that violate their moral standards
because such conduct will bring self-condemnation.” In
contrast, Moore (2008, p. iii) highlights Bandura’s (1990,
1999, 2002) moral disengagement theory, which describes a contrary mechanism developed by individuals,
namely, “the generalized tendency to evoke cognitions
which suspend the self-regulatory processes that typically direct our moral behavior.”
According to Church et al. (2012), moral disengagement
occurs when a manager associates the inclusion of slack in
the budget with a benefit that is shared with others (employees). Put differently, because the creation of slack does
not benefit the manager alone but rather serves a common
interest, the manager creates a self-justification for his/her
conduct. This common interest leads to less accurate reports that are characterized by higher rates of slack.
The process of moral disengagement by the individual
takes into account the organization’s social context. Abul-Ezz
and Dickhaut (1993, p. 17) explain that social norms can influence a group’s performance and can even prescribe “how
a group member should perform in a given situation.” These
authors analyze the budget process and performance expectations when the budgetary results are shared by a group.
The intensity of individuals’ moral disengagement may
be associated with elastic justification, which is based on
the theory of elasticity (Hsee, 1995, 1996). This theory
addresses how a manager’s budgetary decisions are influenced by various justifiable and unjustifiable factors. Unjustifiable factors refer to factors that the manager would like to
take into consideration but knows that he/she should not.
In this study, the theory of elasticity is applied to managers’ decisions regarding whether to include slack in the
budget and (if the decision is made to include slack) whether to include the maximum possible amount of slack or
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a smaller amount that the manager perceives as justifiable
(Church et al., 2012). These decisions involve the manager’s
perception of whether this behavior is approved by his/her
subordinates. Thus, managers’ self-justification in preparing the budget involves the selection of the best possible
alternative.
Studies on budgetary slack are found in Brazilian journals, but these studies reveal the recent emergence of this
subject in the national context. Specifically, the Brazilian studies focus on mapping the key topics in the budgetary slack
literature (Junqueira, Oyadomari, & Moraes, 2010; Pereira,
Bruni, Lamb & Son, 2012) and identifying, from an interpretative perspective, the issues related to the creation of budgetary slack in a company (Frezatti, Beck, & Silva, 2013).
Among the Brazilian studies that analyze factors associated with the creation of budgetary slack, as this study
does, the following studies are highlighted: Aguiar and Souza (2010); Beuren and Paton (2013); Buzzi, Santos, Beuren
and Faveri (2014); and Lavarda and Fank (2014). Aguiar and
Souza (2010) conducted a study in a hospital and found that
managers were inclined to create slack in the budget as a
means of establishing easily achievable goals. The managers
were also influenced by their understanding of the dissociation between budgetary goals and cost control.
Beuren and Paton (2013) examined the determinants
of organizational slack from the perspective of business
unit (BU) controllers at a company with a decentralized
structure. The results indicated that the degree of orga-

nizational slack differed according to (i) the emphasis
on reaching budget targets; (ii) the extent of information
asymmetry between the general manager of the BU and
the corporate controller; (iii) whether the controller of
the BU had the authority to make decisions regarding employee management and to make changes in technical and
accounting procedures; and (iv) the autonomy of the BU.
Buzzi et al. (2014) observed the relationship between budgetary slack, managerial participation in the budget and organizational emphasis on the budget and found evidence that
managers tend to create greater budgetary slack when there
is significant emphasis on the budget and information asymmetry exists. The study by Lavarda and Fank (2014) indicated
that there is no relationship between the creation of budgetary
slack and participation, information asymmetry or risk. Thus,
the results of Brazilian research on this subject are inconclusive, as previously noted by Junqueira, Oyadomari and Moraes
(2010), which confirms the potential for the development of
research on this topic in the Brazilian context.
The studies discussed in this theoretical framework facilitate an understanding of the current status of budgetary slack research in the managerial accounting literature,
in both international and Brazilian contexts. Moreover,
these studies provide elements that promote an understanding of managerial behavior during the budget process
and, in particular, how this behavior is influenced by whether subordinates are aware of the manager’s budgeting
behavior.

3 DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY BY CHURCH, HANNAN AND KUANG (2012)

The experiment conducted by Church et al. (2012) with
U.S. undergraduate students is discussed in detail below
because that study substantiates the present study. Church et al. (2012) studied (i) the accuracy of budget reports
when budgetary slack creates a benefit and (ii) the extent
to which budgetary accuracy depends on whether the benefit is shared between the manager (who is responsible for
drafting the budget report) and the assistant (who is not
involved in the preparation of the budget report).
The study of Church et al. (2012) had two objectives.
The first was to investigate how shared interests affected
the accuracy of budget reports or, more specifically, how
sharing the benefits of budgetary slack between the unit
manager, who prepares the budget report, and the assistant, who is not involved in its preparation, affected the
accuracy of budget reports. The second objective was to
investigate whether the manager’s behavior was affected
by the manager’s knowledge of the assistant’s preference
regarding the inclusion of budgetary slack. The authors
conducted two behavioral experiments in laboratory
settings to achieve these research objectives.
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3.1 Experiment 1 - Sharing or not sharing the
benefit of budgetary slack/the assistant has
knowledge or does not have knowledge of the
manager’s creation of slack

In Experiment 1, Church et al. (2012) studied how
shared interests between the manager and assistant
affected the accuracy of budget reports.
Based on the moral disengagement theory of Bandura
(1990, 1999, 2002), the authors noted that misreporting
by the manager to create budgetary slack is considered
morally unjustifiable and negative when it only benefits
the manager. However, if the benefits of budgetary slack
are shared between the manager and assistant, misreporting to create budgetary slack tends to be viewed positively because it serves a common interest, which justifies the misreporting and makes it morally permissible.
Based on this understanding, the authors developed the
first hypothesis regarding shared interest:
H1 – Managers create less accurate budget reports
when the benefit of the slack is shared with the assistants
than when the benefit of slack is not shared.
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The managers’ concern about their assistants’ perceptions regarding the preparation of inaccurate budgets
was also studied. Arguably, when the benefit of slack is
not shared, the manager worries about whether the assistant perceives him/her as opportunistic and selfish.
Thus, when the benefit of slack is not shared, the manager would tend to report with greater accuracy when
the assistant is aware of the manager’s choices. However,
when the benefit of slack is shared with the assistant,
the accuracy of the budget reports will likely be affected
by the assistant’s knowledge of the manager’s choices.
Thus, the authors formulated two hypotheses relating to
the assistants’ knowledge of managers’ inaccurate statements in budget reports:
H2a - If the benefit of the budgetary slack is not shared, managers report with greater accuracy when the assistants are aware of the manager’s reporting behavior
than when the assistants are not aware of the manager’s
reporting behavior.
H2b - If the benefit of the budgetary slack is shared,
the accuracy of the budget reports prepared by managers is not affected by the assistants’ knowledge of the
manager’s reporting behavior.
To test these hypotheses, the experiment was conducted in a behavioral research laboratory. A report configuration similar to a “trust contract” (Evans III et al.,
2001) was used in the first experiment because this type
of contract allows researchers to investigate the effect
of behavioral factors when participants have significant
economic incentives to act opportunistically.
A total of 174 undergraduate students who were enrolled in various majors at the Georgia Institute of Technology in the United States participated in the experiment. The participants were located in the same room
but interacted anonymously with each other. For the
experiment, half of the individuals in the sample were
assigned the role of unit manager and the other half were
assigned the assistant role. Each unit manager presented
a budget report to a hypothetical headquarters in which
he/she requested funds to finance the unit’s production
costs. The manager knew the exact cost of production
before submitting the budget report, and headquarters
provided funds equal to the budgeted amount as long
as the amount was viable. The authors opted not to have
any participants take on the role of headquarters.
Two factors were manipulated in the experiment. The
first factor related to whether the benefit of budgetary
slack was shared between the manager and the assistant.
When slack was shared, the value of the difference between the estimated and actual costs (the slack) was split
between the manager and assistant. When slack was not
shared, the manager received the full value of the slack.
The second manipulated factor was whether the actual
and budgeted costs were known by the assistant. Knowledgeable assistants were informed of both the actual
cost and the amount budgeted by the manager; unknowledgeable assistants were not informed of the actual cost
or the budgeted amount. The manager was aware of the
16

assistant’s condition as knowledgeable or unknowledgeable.
The experiment consisted of six separate steps; that
is, the actual costs and budget reports in one step had no
consequence on any other step. For better comparisons
between managers, the actual costs were determined
randomly for the six steps, and all managers received
the same actual cost at every step. At each stage of the
experiment, the same basic procedures were performed.
After the six steps of the experiment were completed,
the participants playing the role of managers completed
a post-experiment questionnaire.
Two measures were calculated to assess the accuracy
of the managers’ budget reports. The first, called “slack”,
was computed as the difference between the budgeted
cost and the actual cost. The second, called “accuracy”,
was adapted from Evans III et al. (2001) and calculated
with the following formula: 1 - [(budgeted cost - actual
cost)/(6,000 - actual cost)]. This formula resulted in a
value of zero to one. If a manager behaved honestly, reporting the actual cost, the value was one; on the contrary, if the manager maximized self-interest by reporting
the maximum possible amount (6,000 Liras, a fictitious
currency used in the experiment), the value was zero.
To test the first hypothesis, the authors conducted
analysis of variance (ANOVA) to compare the means
of the two groups. The dependent variables were each
manager-participant’s slack and accuracy in each of the
six stages of the experiment. The results indicated that
managers presented less accurate budget reports when
the benefit of slack was shared with assistants than when
the benefit was not shared; thus, H1 was confirmed.
In the post-experiment questionnaire, managers
were asked whether they thought their assistants preferred a budget that included slack, preferred a budget in
which the budgeted cost equaled the actual cost or were
indifferent to the inclusion of slack in the budget. In
their responses, most managers indicated that when the
benefit of slack was not shared, they perceived that the
assistants either preferred a budgeted cost equal to the
actual cost or were indifferent to slack. However, when
the benefit of the slack was shared, nearly all managers
indicated that they thought that the assistant preferred
a budgeted cost greater than the actual cost. This result
demonstrated managers’ assumption that assistants prefer budgets with slack when the benefit of slack is shared.
With respect to the second set of hypotheses, H2a
(when the benefit of slack is not shared, assistants’ knowledge of the managers’ reporting behavior increases the
accuracy of budget reports) was not confirmed. This indicates that managers have little concern about whether
assistants perceive them as opportunistic and selfish. However, H2b (when the benefit of slack is shared, assistants’
knowledge of the managers’ reporting behavior does not
affect the accuracy of budget reports) was confirmed.
The post-experiment questionnaire asked managers
to indicate how concerned they were about the impressions they made on assistants. The responses indicated
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that managers were not very concerned about assistants’
impressions of them. However, the results of the experiment suggest otherwise; specifically, the assistant’s
knowledge of the creation of slack by the manager had
no effect on the manager’s behavior only when the slack
also benefitted the assistant.

3.2 Experiment 2 – The manager has knowledge
or does not have knowledge of the assistant’s
preference regarding the inclusion of slack in
the budget

In Experiment 2, Church et al. (2012) investigated whether the manager’s budget reporting behavior was influenced by whether he/she had knowledge of the assistant’s
preference regarding the inclusion of slack in the budget.
The authors based this experiment on Hsee’s (1995, 1996)
theory of elasticity, which states that the degree to which
an individual engages in opportunistic behavior depends
on the elasticity to justify the opportunistic behavior. The
evidence suggests that if managers know that assistants
prefer more honest budget reports, the managers’ elasticity is reduced. Thus, managers are less likely to manipulate
costs in budget reports when their assistants prefer honest
budgets than when their assistants’ preference is unknown or when their assistants’ prefer to inflate the budget.
The authors formulated the following hypothesis:
H3 - Managers who know that their assistants prefer
more honest budget reports demonstrate greater reporting accuracy than managers who are aware that their
assistants prefer wealth maximization or managers who
do not know their assistants’ preference.
Church et al. (2012) also tested whether the behavior
of managers who know that their assistants prefer to inflate the budget differs from the behavior of managers who
do not know their assistant’s preference. The assumption
was that the manager’s knowledge that the assistant preferred to inflate the budget would have a limited incremental effect on the manager’s reporting behavior. However, because the authors did not have a basis on which
to accurately predict the magnitude of this incremental
effect, a fourth null hypothesis was proposed.
H4 - The level of reporting accuracy will not differ
between managers who are aware that their assistants
prefer wealth maximization and managers who do not

know their assistants’ preference.
The same configuration and conditions used in the
first experiment were used in Experiment 2. A total of 90
undergraduate students enrolled in different majors at
the University of Georgia in the United States participated in the experiment. The experimental design focused
on three levels of assistant preference: honest, selfish or
unknown. The three levels were obtained by measuring
each assistant’s preference using a questionnaire.
The experiment was conducted in two phases. The first
consisted of only assistants, and the second consisted of
only managers. In the first phase, participants were informed that they would be assistants and that after being paired with a manager in a later session, they would be paid
based on the manager’s decisions. Assistants were asked
to indicate the extent to which they thought the budget
should be inflated from the actual cost.
In the second phase, managers were told that they had
been paired with an assistant and that the assistants would
be paid based on the manager’s decisions. Managers whose
assistants preferred honest or selfish budgets were informed
of that preference. Then, these managers received a cost report containing information about the actual cost (which
was one of the costs used in Experiment 1) and decided the
amount to budget. Finally, the managers completed a post-experiment questionnaire and were released.
ANOVA was used to test hypotheses H3 and H4 by
comparing the means of the two groups. Budgetary slack
and the honesty of budget reports were the dependent variables, and the assistants’ preferences (honest, selfish or
unknown) were the independent variables. The tests confirmed both H3 and H4, that is, if the assistant has a known
preference for more honest budget reports, the manager’s
reporting decision will be inelastic because the common
interest provides less justification for inflating the budget.
Thus, the manager is less inclined to inflate the budget
in this situation. However, if the assistant’s preference is
unknown or favors wealth maximization, the manager
will be more inclined to inflate the budget.
The post-experiment questionnaire asked managers
about the extent to which their assistants’ preference influenced their reporting decisions. The responses indicated that the managers’ decisions were independent of
the assistants’ preferences.

4 METHODOLOGY

To investigate how shared interests in budgetary
slack affect the accuracy of an organization’s budget reports, the experiments developed and applied by Church
et al. (2012) were used as a baseline. The study presented
here is characterized as an experimental study because
it involves the simplification of a situation (budget preparation) and allows the identification of the cause and
R. Cont. Fin. – USP, São Paulo, v. 26, n. 67, p. 11-26, jan./fev./mar./abr. 2015

effect of the analyzed variables through observation in a
controlled environment (Gall et al., 2007; Smith, 2011).

4.1 Study Sample

The sample for the experiment consisted of 90 managers and other leaders of a production cooperative in
the South of Brazil. The roles of managers and assistants
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4.2 Adjustments to the Experimental Design
Used in the Baseline Study

were randomly assigned to the participants, which is recommended by the literature (Smith, 2011) and in line
with the procedure used in the baseline study.
The selection of this sample was based on the cooperative leaders’ accessibility and the managers’ and leaders’ availability to participate. In addition, cooperatives
belong to a sector that remains relatively unexplored in
academic research. Conducting the experiment using a
hypothetical situation in an established organization is a
contribution of this study, given that Smith (2011) notes
the need for experiments conducted with experienced
professionals in the field.
Note that the use of the same sample to conduct the
two experiments in this study differs from the procedure
adopted by Church et al. (2012). However, this difference does not affect the analysis because the hypotheses for
each experiment in the baseline study implied continuity rather than an intention to compare the results of the
two samples.

The data were collected through an experiment that
was based on the designs of the two experiments in
Church et al. (2012). To operationalize its application to
a Brazilian organization, the study was translated into
Portuguese and analyzed to establish the procedures necessary to obtain the data and to perform further analysis. An experimental route was thereby established.
Because certain aspects of the experiments conducted in the baseline study were only cursorily addressed
by Church et al. (2012), it was necessary to draw certain
inferences based on the limited descriptions of the procedures used. The experiment conducted in this study
follows the within-subjects factorial design, in which
study participants maintain their respective roles (manager or assistant) and perform the sequential steps established in the experiment (Smith, 2011). The experimental design is presented in Table 1.

Experiment design

Table 1

Accuracy

Experiment Design

Honesty

BSS

BSNS

AKR

ADKR

BSS

BSNS

AKR

ADKR

H1: Slack (BSS) > Slack (BSNS)
Honesty (BSS) < Honesty (BSNS)
managerial reporting behavior than when assistants are not aware of managerial reporting behavior.
H2a: Slack (BSNS, AKR) < Slack (BSNS, ADKR)
Honesty (BSNS, AKR) > Honesty (BSNS, ADKR)
managerial reporting behavior.

Accuracy

H2b: Slack and Honesty (BSS, AKR) = Slack and Honesty (BSS, ADR)

KAP (KAP-H; KAP-S; KAP-I)
Honesty

KAP (KAP-H; KAP-S; KAP-I)

H3 - Managers who know that their assistants prefer more honest budgets present more accurate budget reports than managers who know that
their assistants prefer budgets with slack or managers who know that their assistants are indifferent to slack.
H3: Slack (KAP-H) < Slack (KAP – S / KAP-I)
Honesty (KAP-H) > Honesty (KAP – F / KAP-I)
H4 - The accuracy of budget reports does not differ between managers who know that their assistants prefer budgets with slack and managers
who know that their assistants are indifferent to slack.

Variables

H4: Slack and Honesty (KAP-S) = Slack and Honesty (KAP-I)
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Slack: Budgeted Cost - Actual Cost. The lower the value of the slack, the greater the accuracy of the budget.
Honesty: 1 – (Budgeted Cost - Actual Cost) / (6000 - Actual Cost). The closer the honesty index is to 1, the greater the accuracy of the budget.
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The conditions under which the experiment was conducted and the characteristics of sample participants necessitated adjustments to the experiment’s design when it
was conducted at the cooperative. For example, a symbolic compensation system was not used because the selected sample consisting of managers and other leaders of an
organization that has an incentive plan based on meeting
budgetary goals. Thus, symbolic economic incentives were
not used in this experiment; rather, participants considered
a realistic hypothetical situation of economic incentives.
Note that the literature on budgetary slack suggests that
the creation of slack may be associated with the use of the budget as a basis for performance evaluation and compensation.
Therefore, the decision of Church et al. (2012) to include participant compensation in their experimental design was not
only a means to make the experiment more appealing to undergraduates but also a way to test the predictions presented in
the literature on the subject. Removing this variable from the
present experiment may affect the results and thus any comparison between the results of this study and the results of the
baseline study must take this difference into account.
Another modification was the consolidation of the two experiments in Church et al. (2012) into a single experimental
design due to the limited availability of the participants. It is
also acknowledged that the implementation of the experiment
as a hypothetical situation within an organization may affect
participants’ decisions due to the participants’ accumulated
knowledge based on organizational experiences. However,
although participants’ actions and the study results may be
affected, this limitation is typical of experiments (Smith, 2011).
The literature regarding the application of this research
method (Gall, Gall, & Borg, 2007; Smith, 2011) notes that
it is important to detect potential problems created by the
experimental design. For example, participants may change their behavior based on what they think is expected of
them. Participants may also make presumptions about expected behavior as they gradually learn the experimental
design. Finally, fatigue can affect participants’ behavior.
We tried to mitigate the effects of these limitations by
adding to the dependent variables (sharing or not sharing
the benefit of slack/knowledge or no knowledge of slack)
in every step of the experiment. Thus, each budget report
prepared by the managers and reviewed (or not reviewed)
by the assistants contained a new element and thus differed
from the budget report in the previous step. The addition of
new elements to the budget reports was an attempt to observe participants’ behavior regarding the creation of budgetary
slack in these settings and to prevent the possible influence
of the experimental design on participants’ behavior.
The experiment was executed at the organization over
approximately one hour. The researchers endeavored to
conduct the experiment over a time period that was sufficient for data collection and without prejudice to data
quality, which made it necessary to avoid causing fatigue
in the participants. Thus, in addition to the active participation of the researchers, a support team of two people
were responsible for the distribution, collection and organization of budget sheets during the experiment.
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Based on the nature of the actions performed in the experiment, it is believed that the characteristics of the final data
achieved the study’s objective and that internal validity was
maintained in the experimental design. However, a comparison
of the results of this study and the results of Church et al. (2012)
requires caution in light of the differences between them.

4.3 Experimentation Guide Based on Church,
Hannan and Kuang (2012)

The experiment was conducted in the cooperative’s facilities, which enabled the participation of its managers
and leaders and respected each individual’s willingness to
participate. Among the individuals present when the experiment was conducted, three decided not to participate.
Additionally, although participants were permitted to withdraw at any time during the experiment, in accordance
with ethical research protocol, all 90 participants completed the experiment.
The assistance of a support team that was knowledgeable about the entire experimental design facilitated the performance of the experiment. The presentation of the study
to the participants explained clearly that i) the objective of
the experiment was to test how shared interests in budgetary slack affect the accuracy of budget reports; ii) budgetary slack referred to the difference between actual cost and
budgeted cost, and the difference in value was considered a
benefit to those involved in budget preparation; iii) in this
experiment, it was assumed that the manager prepares the
budget and that the manager always knows the exact cost
of the products; iv) headquarters (the parent company) did
not verify whether the budgeted amount was equal to the
actual cost and would provide funds equal to the cost estimated by the manager as long as that cost was within a
certain range (the value of the hypothetical product was
between BRL 4,000.00 to BRL 6,000.00); and v) if the slack
was shared, 50% of the slack value was allocated to the manager and 50% was allocated to the assistant.
Next, the sample was randomly divided into two subgroups. The participants were instructed that the individuals in one group would play the managers (responsible for
budget preparation) and the individuals in the other group
would play assistants (not responsible for budget preparation). Each participant randomly received an identification
number that would be noted by the participant when requested, and this number was used for all steps of the experiment.
It was emphasized that the identification number would be
used solely for purposes of the experiment and that it would
not have any relationship to the true identity of the participant. Cross-identification did not occur and in fact was not
possible at any time during the experiment or data analysis.
Each group was directed to a different side of the room
so that visual and auditory contact was precluded, except
that all participants could see the researchers. The experiment then commenced.

4.3.1 First part of the experiment
1st stage: Manager does not share the slack and the assistant is not aware of the manager’s reporting behavior
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The manager was given a cost sheet (with the actual cost already determined) and was asked to fill in the
budgeted amount and his/her identification number. At
this stage, the manager was asked to assume that he alone benefited from the slack and that the assistant did not
know either the actual cost or the budgeted cost.
The information was filled in manager-participants
over a short time period without any communication
among them, after which the experiment team collected
the cost sheets and proceeded to the second stage.
2nd stage: Manager does not share the slack and the assistant is aware of the manager’s reporting behavior
Once again, the manager received a cost sheet (with
the actual cost already determined) and was asked to fill
in the budgeted amount and his/her identification number. In this step, the manager was asked to assume that
only he/she benefited from the slack and that the assistant
was aware of both the actual cost and the budgeted cost.
After the information was filled in, the experiment team
collected the cost sheets and proceeded to the third stage.
3rd stage: Assistant reviews the budget proposed by the
manager in the 2nd stage
The assistants randomly received the sheets that were
completed by the managers in the second stage. The assistant was asked to review the information provided
in the sheet and to note his/her identification number
where indicated. The sheets were then collected, and the
fourth stage began.
4th stage: Manager shares the slack and the assistant is
not aware of the manager’s reporting behavior
In this step, the manager was asked to assume that
the benefit of slack was shared and that the assistant was
not aware of either the actual cost or the budgeted cost.
New cost sheets (with the actual cost already determined) were provided, and the manager was asked to fill in
the budgeted amount and to provide his/her identification number. The cost sheets were then collected and the
experiment proceeded to the fifth stage.
5th stage: Manager shares the slack and the assistant is
aware of the manager’s reporting behavior
The manager received a new cost sheet (with the actual
cost already determined) and was asked to fill in the budgeted amount and to provide his/her identification number. The manager was asked to assume that the benefit of
the slack was shared and that the assistant was aware of
both the actual cost and the budgeted cost. The completed
sheets were collected and the sixth stage commenced.
6th stage: Assistant reviews the budget proposed by the
manager in the 5th stage
The sheets completed by the managers in the fifth
stage were randomly given to the assistants. The assistants were asked to review the information and to record
their identification numbers where indicated. After the
20

sheets were completed by the assistants, the managers
were given a post-experiment questionnaire.
The post-experiment questionnaire contained two
questions. The first question asked about the managers’
perceptions regarding their assistants’ preferences. Specifically, managers were asked to indicate whether they
believed that i) the assistant preferred that the budgeted
amount exceeded the actual cost; ii) the assistant preferred that the budgeted amount equaled the actual cost;
or iii) the assistant did not care whether the budgeted
amount was greater than or equal to the actual cost. The
second question asked managers to indicate their degree
of concern about their assistants’ preferences regarding
budget preparation on an 11-point scale, where 1 to 4 =
Little, 5 to 7 = Indifferent and 8 to 11 = Very Much.
For better comparability, the actual costs provided to
the managers were randomly determined and all managers
received the same actual cost at each stage. To evaluate the
accuracy of the managers’ budget reports, two measures
(budgetary slack and honesty in budget reports) were calculated by replicating the formulas used in Church et al.
(2012), which are described in section 3.1 of this study.

4.3.2 Second part of the experiment
The second part of the experiment began with the
administration of a questionnaire to the assistants. The
questionnaire asked the assistants to indicate the extent
to which they agreed that the budget should be inflated in
relation to actual cost on an 11-point scale, where 1 to 4 =
Should not be inflated, 5 to 7 = Indifferent and 8 to 11 = It
should be inflated to the maximum extent. After the questionnaires were completed, the responses were tabulated
and classified into one of three categories: Honest (Scale
1-4), Indifferent (Scale 5-7) and Slack (Scale 8-11).
A new experimental round was conducted in which
the preferences indicated by each assistant in response
to the questionnaire were recorded on individual cost
sheets. The cost sheets were then randomly assigned to
managers so that the managers could prepare the budget. Thus, the manager was aware of his/her assistant’s
preference when preparing the budget.
After the manager prepared the budget and noted his/
her identification number, the sheets were collected. Then,
a post-experiment questionnaire was given to managers.
The questionnaire asked managers to indicate the extent
to which they cared about the assistant’s preference regarding slack when determining the budget. An 11-point
scale was used, where 1 to 4 = Little, 5 to 7 = Indifferent
and 8 to 11 = Very much. Once the post-experiment questionnaire was collected, all participants were thanked for
their participation and the experiment concluded.
The data from the two parts of the experiment, which
were collected in May 2012, were separated according to
the different variables and situations analyzed and were
then organized and tabulated according to the stage of the
experiment. Descriptive statistics were used for mean slack
and mean degree of accuracy. The parametric ANOVA test
and the nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis test were applied to
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test the hypotheses that were established by Church et al.
(2012) and replicated in this study, albeit with some adjust-

ments to hypotheses H3 and H4, as previously described in
the experimental design portion of this paper.

5 DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS
5.1 Results of the First Part of the Experiment

The first part of the experiment aimed to test the hypotheses of this study by investigating how shared interests affected

Tabela 2

Descriptive analysis of the accuracy of budget reports – first part of the experiment

Interests

Accuracy

Not shared
(BSNS)

Budgetary Slack
Honesty

Shared
(BSS)

the accuracy of budget reports. Accuracy was measured in
each of the six stages of the first part of the experiment, resulting in the means and standard deviations shown in Table 2.

Budgetary Slack
Honesty

770.56

613.83

370.22

374.06

0.56

0.35

0.59

0.42

255.33

255/27

430.89

387.68

0.64

0.36

0.61

0.35

Expected Relationship

(BSS)>(BSNS)

(AKR)< (ADKR)

(AKR)=(ADKR)

(BSS)>(BSNS)

Source: Study data.

Table 2 shows significant variation in the means for
each experimental condition. When the benefits of slack
are not shared, managers tend to create greater budgetary slack when the assistant is unaware of the creation of
slack (mean slack of 770.56 and mean honesty index of
0.56) than in the situation in which the assistant is aware
of the creation of slack (mean slack of 370.22 and mean
honesty index of 0.59).
Although the mean honesty indices in these experimental conditions were similar (0.56 and 0.59), the standard deviation shows that when the assistant is aware of
the manager’s reporting behavior, the honesty index is
up to 0.42 away from the mean index, which indicates
high variability between the budgeted amounts. That is,
although 18 managers presented budget reports without
slack, 9 managers presented reports that included the
maximum allowable slack. When the assistant is unaware of the manager’s reporting behavior, there is a standard deviation of 0.35. In this situation, only 6 managers
opted for a budget without slack; the remaining managers created slack in their reports at various levels within
the permitted values.
When the manager shares the budgetary slack, the
results show a higher mean slack when the assistant is
aware of the manager’s reporting behavior (430.89). In
this situation, 23 managers have an honesty index higher than the mean index (0.61) and the other 22 managers exhibit lower indices, with a standard deviation
of 0.35 relative to the mean honesty index. Under this
experimental condition, managers showed greater accuracy when the assistant was not aware of the situation,
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with an honesty index of 0.64. Despite the variability of
the indices observed in the standard deviation (0.36), 29
managers chose to prepare their budgets without slack
in this situation, and only 6 created the maximum permitted amount of slack.
The higher means observed in situations in which slack
is not shared and the assistant is not aware of the manager’s
reporting shows that in the sample studied, the manager’s
personal interest and his/her concern about the impression
made on the assistants prevailed. These results are inconsistent with the fundamentals of the moral disengagement
theory (Bandura, 1990, 1999, 2002), which suggests that
the practice of increasing budgetary slack is attributable to
the common interest justification. This inconsistency requires a more in-depth analysis and discussion to determine whether that hypothesis is rejected or not.
To test hypothesis H1, a t-test to assess the homoscedasticity of the data was performed. The t-test showed
significance at the 5% level for the slack variable. For the
honesty variable, the t-test showed a high variability of
variances between groups, without significance. Next, in
line with Church et al. (2012), an ANOVA was conducted with slack and honesty as the dependent variables and
sharing and not sharing as the independent variables.
The statistical results are described in Table 3. Table 3
also presents the results of the Kruskal-Wallis test, which is a non-parametric technique that was used to confirm acceptance or rejection of the hypotheses because
certain data are not normally distributed for the two
independent variables analyzed in this situation. This
technique was also applied to test the other hypotheses.
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Table 3

Accuracy in sharing budgetary slack
ANOVA Parametric Test

Slack (BSS) > (BSNS)
Honesty (BSS) < (BSNS)
Budgetary Slack
Honesty

Mean

Not shared (BSNS)

684.34

Shared (BSS)

413.93

Not shared (BSNS)

0.654

Shared (BSS)

0.696

Non-Parametric Test – Kruskal-Wallis

F
11.331

Q
0.001

99.88

5.951

0.015

0.532

0.466

81.12
0.745

0.389

87.70
93.30

Source: Study data.

Table 3 shows significance at the 5% level for the condition in which budgetary slack is shared with the assistant, with an F-Statistic of 11.331 and significance of
0.001. With respect to honesty, the F-Statistic of 0.745 and
significance of 0.389 did not reach the 5% level of significance, indicating high variance of the indices between the
situations analyzed. These results were confirmed by the
non-parametric test, which suggests a trend in the data.
Despite the smaller variation between the mean accuracy values (0.654 and 0.696) than between the mean
slack values (684.34 and 413.93), the results suggest that
managers report with less accuracy when the benefit of
slack is not shared with assistants. Thus, hypothesis H1,
which assumes that managers report with less accuracy
when the benefit of slack is shared with assistants than
when the benefit of slack is not shared, is rejected.
These results conflict with Bandura’s (1990, 1999,
2002) argument that shared interest in slack provides
a justification for managers to create higher budgetary

slack values and prepare less accurate budget reports.
The managers’ behavior in this study indicates that the
creation of higher levels of budgetary slack is aligned
with self-interest and not with self-justification based on
the collective good, as proposed by the moral disengagement theory (Bandura, 1990, 1999, 2002).
The second set of hypotheses aims to test whether
managers report with greater accuracy when their assistants are aware of the managers’ reporting behavior and
the benefit of the slack is not shared (H2a) and whether
the accuracy of the budget reports is unaffected by the
assistants’ knowledge of the managers’ reporting behavior when the benefit of slack is shared (H2b). The t-test
performed showed homoscedasticity of the data for both
slack and honesty.
Table 4 presents the results of the statistical tests related to whether the accuracy of budget reports is affected
by the assistant’s ignorance/knowledge of budgetary slack when the benefits of slack are not shared (H2a).

Accuracy when budgetary slack is not shared according to assistant’s ignorance/knowledge of budgetary slack

Table 4

Mean

ANOVA

F

Does not know (ADKR)

954.97

Between groups

13.957

0.000

Knows (AKR)

482.60

In group

Does not know (ADKR)

0.665

Between groups

0.125

0.724

Knows (AKR)

0.713

In group

Slack (BSNS, AKR) > (BSNS, ADKR)
Honesty (BSNS, AKR) > (BSNS, ADKR)
Slack
(BSNS)
Honesty (BSNS)
Source: Study data.

Table 4 shows that the ANOVA test presents a statistical explanation for the variation between the conditions analyzed (does not know and knows), with an F-Statistic of 13.957 and significance of 0.000 for the slack
variable. Therefore, if the benefit of slack is not shared
with assistants and assistants do not know the managers’
reporting behavior, managers tend to have lower indices
of honesty (0.665) than when assistants have knowledge
of the managers’ reporting behavior (0.713). These results do not allow the rejection of hypothesis H2a and
are consistent with the results of Abul-Ezz and Dickhaut
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(1993), which show the influence of social norms on individuals’ behavior, and of Church et al. (2012), which
highlight managers’ concerns about conveying an opportunistic and selfish image to their assistants.
The analysis of whether the accuracy of the manager’s
report is unaffected by the assistant’s awareness of the
manager’s reporting behavior when the benefit of slack
is shared (H2b) shows a homogeneous distribution for
the slack variable but not for the honesty variable, due to
the variability of variances, as shown in Table 5. Table 5
also shows the results for the non-parametric test.
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Table 5

Accuracy when slack is shared according to assistant’s ignorance/knowledge of budgetary slack

Slack and Honesty (BSS, AKR)=(BSS, ADKR)

Mean

Slack
(BSS)

Does not know (ADKR)

255.33

Knows (AKR)

430.88

Honesty
(BSS)

Does not know (ADKR)

0.634

Knows (AKR)

0.607

ANOVA Parametric Test
F
6.437

0.013

0.122

0.728

Non-Parametric Test – Kruskal-Wallis
Ranking

Q

40.43

3.466

0.063

0.286

0.593

50.57
46.96
44.04

Source: Study data.

The descriptive results and ANOVA test shown in Table 5 lead to the rejection of hypothesis H2b because the
F-Statistic of 6.437 and significance of 0.013 indicate significant coefficients for slack but do not show significance for honesty, given the variability of the variance. The
difference between the values of budgeted slack when the
assistant is not aware of the manager’s reporting behavior
(255.33) and when the assistant is aware of the manager’s
reporting behavior (430.88) indicates that the accuracy
of budget reports is affected by the assistant’s knowledge,
even if the benefit of slack is shared.
The results for the second set of hypotheses (H2a and
H2b) are in line with Hsee’s theory of elasticity (1995,
1996), which predicts that the manager’s reporting
behavior is influenced by whether the assistant knows or
does not know of the creation of slack, which affects the
elasticity of the manager’s actions.
The rejection of hypothesis H2b is noteworthy. According
to Bandura (1990, 1999, 2002), the sharing of slack provides
self-justification for the preparation of less accurate budget
reports. However, the evidence in this study reveals that
the managers were more concerned about group regulation
(Abul-Ezz & Dickhaut, 1993; Rankin et al., 2005; Church et
al., 2012) than about self-regulation (Bandura, 1999, 2002).

Table 6

5.2 Results of the Second Part of the
Experiment

The second part of the experiment tested the theory
of elasticity by analyzing whether the assistants’ preferences regarding slack influenced managers’ reporting
behavior (Hsee, 1995, 1996). To this end, the assistants
were asked to indicate the extent to which they agreed
that the budget should be inflated.
Of the 45 assistants participating in the experiment,
21 respondents indicated a preference for budgets without slack, fourteen respondents indicated a preference
for budgets with slack, and 10 respondents indicated indifference to the inclusion of budgetary slack.
Each assistant was randomly assigned to a manager,
and each manager was made aware of his/her assistant’s
preference regarding slack. Then, the manager prepared
a budget report with knowledge of the assistant’s opinion. A means test was conducted to determine the normality of the variables and to guide the selection of the
statistical technique that best fit the data. Table 6 presents the results of the tests that contribute to the analysis of hypotheses H3 and H4.

Accuracy of the budget reports according to assistant’s preference
Kruskal-Wallis

Slack (KAP-H) < (KAP-S, KAP-I)
Honesty (KAP-H) > (KAP-S, KAP-I)
Slack

Honesty

Honesty

Mean

Ranking

Q
0.066

0.798

0.066

0.798

Preference (KAP-H)

21

628.09

744.16

23.52

Preference (KAP-S; KAP-I)

24

592.70

687.91

22.54

Preference (KAP-H)

21

0.64

0.42

22.48

Preference (KAP-S; KAP-I)

24

0.66

0.39

23.46

N

Mean

Standard Deviation

Preference (KAP-S)

14

351.78

529.37

Preference (KAP-I)

10

930.00

766.73

Preference (KAP-S)

14

0.80

0.30

Preference (KAP-I)

10

0.47

0.43

Expected Relationship
Slack and Honesty (KAP-S) = (KAP-I)

Slack

N

ANOVA
F

F

4.802

0.39

4.809

0.039

Source: Data from study.
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Table 6 shows that the managers who know that their
assistants preferred honest budgets (mean 0.64 and standard deviation 0.42) present less accurate budget reports
(mean 628.09 and standard deviation 744.16). This finding contradicts H3’s prediction that the budget reports
prepared by managers who know that their assistants
prefer honest budgets will be more accurate than the
budget reports prepared by managers who know that
their assistants either prefer slack or are indifferent to
slack. However, according to the Kruskal-Wallis test
(a nonparametric test, given the non-normality of the
data), there is no significant difference between the
three situations, which does not allow hypothesis H3 to
be rejected.
Therefore, the results indicate that the creation of slack
by participant-managers in this experiment is not linked
with self-justification based on their assistants’ preferences for slack, which contradicts the theory of elasticity
(Hsee, 1995). The results differ from what is expected,
namely, that slack would be smaller when the manager
is aware of the assistant’s preference for honest budgets
(KAP-H) than when the manager knows that the assistant
prefers budgets with slack (KAP- S) or that the assistant
is indifferent to the inclusion of budgetary slack (KAP-I).
Hypothesis H4 predicts that the accuracy of budget
reports does not differ between managers who know that
their assistants prefer the inclusion of slack in budgets
and managers who know that their assistants are indifferent to the practice of slack. However, the application
of the ANOVA statistical test (a parametric test, given
the normality of the data) shows higher mean slack values (mean 930.00 and standard deviation 766.73) and a
lower honesty index (mean 0.47 and standard deviation
0.43) when the manager knows that the assistant is indifferent to slack. In addition, the difference between the
observed situations is significant at the 5% level, which
leads to the rejection of H4.

These results suggest that as in the previous situation, the managers’ reporting behavior does not align
with their assistants’ preference regarding slack, which
is inconsistent with the theory of elasticity (Hsee, 1995).
Thus, the result differs from the prediction that slack
would not differ between managers who are aware of
their assistants’ preference for budgets with slack (KAP-S) and managers who know that their assistants are indifferent to slack (KAP-I).
In sum, the results obtained in the second part of the
experiment are not consistent with either the moral disengagement theory (Bandura, 1990, 1999, 2002) or the
theory of elasticity (Hsee, 1995, 1996). This inconsistency suggests that the budget process in the second part
of the experiment may have been influenced by other variables, such as the above-mentioned limitations of the
experimental design or even the specific characteristics
of the study participants given the organizational culture
of which they are part. This issue provides an interesting
field for future research.
To finish the experiment, a post-experiment questionnaire was administered to the managers to determine
the extent to which they cared about their assistants’
preferences regarding the creation of slack when preparing the budgets. Of the 45 respondents, the vast majority (38 managers) indicated that they considered their
assistant’s opinion to be very important.
However, when comparing the questionnaire responses with the statistics presented in Table 6, it appears that
the highest slack means occur when the manager knows
that the assistant prefers honest budgets (without slack),
which indicates that the managers’ reporting behavior
is based on their own interests and that the assistants’
preference for slack is not necessarily used as a justification factor for slack creation (Hsee, 1995). These results
may reflect a unique characteristic of the sample, which
indicates the need for further studies.

6 FINAL CONSIDERATIONS
This study investigated how shared interests in budgetary slack affect the accuracy of budget reports. Experimental research was conducted on a sample of 90
employees with management and leadership roles in a
production cooperative in the South of Brazil. Data collection was accomplished using the procedures of the
study by Church et al. (2012), with certain adjustments.
In the statistical analysis of the data, the means and standard deviations were calculated to determine the slack
and the level of accuracy of the budgets, and ANOVA
and Kruskal-Wallis tests were used to test the hypotheses in each of the two stages of the experiment.
The results of the first part of the experiment show
great variation among the means of each experimental
condition. For example, when slack is not shared, the ac24

curacy index for budgets is lower (more slack was created) when the assistant does not have knowledge of the
manager’s reporting behavior than when the assistant has
knowledge of manager’s reporting behavior. When slack
is shared, the results showed a higher mean slack when
the assistant is aware of the manager’s reporting behavior.
The results indicated that managers report with less
accuracy when the benefit of slack is not shared with assistants. Thus, hypothesis H1, which states that managers
present less accurate budget reports when the benefit of
slack is shared with assistants than when the benefit is
not shared, is rejected. These results are inconsistent
with the argument of Bandura (1990, 1999, 2002) that
shared interest in slack provides a justification for managers to present less accurate budget reports.
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With respect to the second set of hypotheses, it was
found that when the benefit of slack is not shared with
assistants, managers tend to report with greater accuracy when the assistants are aware of the creation of
slack than when the assistants are not aware of the creation of slack. Therefore, hypothesis H2a is not rejected
This result is consistent with the findings of Abul-Ezz
and Dickhaut (1993) and Church et al. (2012) regarding
managers’ concerns about conveying an opportunistic
and selfish image to their assistants. However, when the
benefit of slack is shared with the assistants, the accuracy of the managers’ budget reports is affected by the
assistants’ knowledge of the managers’ reporting behavior; therefore, hypothesis H2b is rejected. This result is
inconsistent with Bandura’s (1990, 1999, 2002) proposal
that sharing provides self-justification for the submission of less accurate budget reports.
The second part of the experiment aimed to investigate
whether the assistants’ preferences regarding the creation
of slack influence managers’ behavior. The results showed
that managers had a higher accuracy index when the manager knows that the assistant prefers a budget with slack
and thus hypothesis H3 is rejected. In addition, the accuracy index differs between managers who know that their
assistants preferred slack and managers who know that
their assistants are indifferent to slack, which implies the
rejection of hypothesis H4. Therefore, the evidence shows
that the managers’ reporting behavior is not affected by
managers’ unawareness/awareness of their assistants’ preferences/indifference regarding the creation of slack but
rather is based on the manager’s own preferences. These
results contradict the theory of elasticity (Hsee, 1995).
A comparative analysis of the means from this study
with the means from the study of Church et al. (2012)
shows that in the present study, there is greater variation
between the means of the slack values for the different
situations analyzed, which is also reflected in the accuracy indices of the budget reports. These results indicate

that the managers in this study cared more about their
assistants’ preference regarding slack than the managers
in Church et al. (2012); however, the results also reveal
that managers’ reporting behavior was motivated by self-interest. As for the hypotheses tested in the two studies,
only the failure to reject hypothesis H2a was congruent
between them. Tests of the other hypotheses (H1, H2b, H3
and H4) in this study produced results that differed from
the results of the baseline study.
It is therefore concluded that the results of this study
differ in several respects from the results of Church et al.
(2012). One possible explanation for the differences may
be the perceptions of the sample participants in this study,
who address the budget process phenomenon in their daily
lives. Despite the parsimony of the analyses, the results may
also have been affected by the need to make certain inferences regarding the experimental design and by the modifications made to the experimental design. In addition,
adjustments related to sample selection (random selection
between managers and leaders for the roles of managers
and assistants) and experimental conditions (a cooperative
that uses the budget as a management tool and as a basis for
the variable compensation of employees).
Thus, this study helps to expand the discussion of
Church et al. (2012) regarding the influence of shared
interests on the accuracy of budgets, especially because
this study obtained different results by conducting the
experiment based on a hypothetical situation (Gall, Gall,
& Borg, 2007; Smith, 2011) that simplified the budgeting
process in an organization under certain moderating
conditions and used a sample of professionals who were
accustomed to or at least knowledgeable about the application of budgeting processes in organizational practice.
Thus, it is recommended that additional empirical studies be conducted in organizations that use budgeting in
management to test whether the differences observed in
this study are maintained and to develop possible explanations for these differences.
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